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Thermally removing amine molecules that serve as chemical templates for vanadium oxide nanotubes is demonstrated to significantly
improve the performance when tested as a cathode material in Li-ion battery cells. Capacity fading issues associated with blocked
intercalation sites on the (010) faces of layered vanadium oxide that form the nanotubes are prevented. Thermal treatment of the
nanotubes up to 600◦C is shown to cause a specific conversion from nanotubes to polycrystalline nanorods and removal of the
organic template. The conversion process was monitored by thermogravimetric analysis, X-ray diffraction, transmission electron
microscopy and infra-red spectroscopy. In a potential window of 4.0–1.2 V drawing 30 μA (C/30), the nanorods show improved
specific capacities of ∼280 mAh g−1 with a modest 6% capacity fade compared to ∼8 mAh g−1 with 62% capacity fade for the
VONTs. The improvements in specific capacity and cycling performance are due to the successful removal of amine molecules
and conversion to nanorods containing nanoscale crystals. The cathode material also demonstrated enhanced energy densities
(∼700 W h kg−1) compared to composites of the same overall weight, without conductive carbon additives or polymeric
binders.
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In recent years there has been a significant increase in the desire
and need to improve the performance and cycle life of commercial
rechargeable lithium ion batteries.1–6 The advent of smart phones and
tablet devices has highlighted the limitations of current generation
lithium ion batteries. Rechargeable lithium ion batteries still hold
great promise for use in powering electric and hybrid electric vehicles
and continue to be crucial in medical and handheld portable devices.7

However it is vital that factors such as power and energy density,
coulometric efficiency and rate performance are improved upon in
order to meet demands for improved performance in advanced Li-
ion batteries (∼400 Wh/kg).1,4,7–9 It is no surprise that nanostructured
materials are attracting significant attention because of their novel
properties and their potential applications in a wide range of devices
such as biological and gas sensors,10–18 field effect transistors19,20

and as electrode materials for next generation high energy density
batteries.21–23 Nanostructured cathode electrodes offer improved en-
ergy storage capacity and charge–discharge kinetics, as well as better
cyclic stabilities.24 This is, in part, due to the increased surface area
in direct contact with the electrolyte, and better electronic and ionic
conductivity, and shorter distances for cation diffusion as compared
with bulk materials.25 Nanostructured electrodes are also able to bet-
ter accommodate volume changes associated with cyclic intercalation
and deintercalation of lithium ions into and from the host lattice.
This reduces pulverization issues associated with bulk materials and
consequently improves cycle life.2

Vanadium oxides and their derivative compounds have attracted
special attention because of their outstanding physical and chemi-
cal properties and potential applications in various areas, such as
catalysts,25–30 sensors31–38 and electrodes.39–47 The magnetic and op-
tical properties of vanadium oxide nanotubes (VONTs) have also
been thoroughly investigated.36,48–52 In particular one-dimensional
nanostructured vanadium oxide materials such as nanofibers53,54

and nanobelts31,55 as well as nano-urchin,43,56 nanorods57,58 and
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nanotubes59–61 are being extensively studied as cathode materials due
to their unique geometry,26 low cost, facile preparation and large spe-
cific capacity.62 Nanostructures such as vanadium oxide nanotubes
(VONTs) and nanorods are particularly attractive in principle as they
provide several access regions and facile intercalation sites for cations
and in defective form as redox pseudocapacitive charge storage to
boost energy density.63–66 This large surface area-to-volume ratio ide-
ally should facilitate a greater area of vanadium oxide in direct contact
with the electrolyte as compared with bulk vanadium oxide.67 When
coupled with the nano-scale dimensions of the VONTs which facili-
tate shorter diffusion lengths for Li ions to the scrolled V2O5 crystal
making up the VONT, the reversibility of the insertion-removal redox
process can potentially be improved compared to bulk materials, pro-
vided that intercalation sites for cations are not blocked by organic
templates.68,69

In this work we show how high quality vanadium oxide nanotubes
(VONTs) produced using an optimized synthetic protocol with amine-
based structural templates, can be transformed into polycrystalline
nanorods (poly-NRs) of V2O5 during annealing. We detail this process
by monitoring both the inorganic and organic phase change and de-
composition, respectively using IR spectroscopy, electron microscopy
and X-ray diffraction analyzes. Through detailed electrochemical in-
vestigations of both VONTs and poly-NRs, we confirm that the re-
moval of the amine-template from the VONTs and the thermally
induced phase conversion to a polycrystalline structure improves spe-
cific capacity during discharging and charging as a Li-ion battery
cathode material in the absence of a polymeric binder and conductive
carbon additives in the electrode preparation. Thermal treatment of
VONTs allows a specific structural transformation to poly-NRs during
annealing which we classify and describe using electron microscopy,
thermogravimetric analyzes and spectroscopic techniques. Based on
structural analysis of pre- and post-lithiated VONTs and poly-NRs,
we demonstrate that the heavy functionalization of VONTs by amine
molecules can impede the intercalation of lithium ions, and that their
removal and subsequent conversion to poly-NRs containing nanoscale
crystallites results in a significant improvement in electrochemical
characteristics.
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Experimental

Vanadium oxide nanotubes were synthesized by hydrothermal
treatment of a mixture of vanadium oxide xerogel and a primary
amine, following usual procedures.39,70,71 A nonylamine organic tem-
plate was used in a molar ratio of xerogel to amine of 1:2, with
3 mL of ethanol added per gram of xerogel. This molar ratio of xe-
rogel to amine was chosen as it was found to be the optimum ratio
resulting in the highest yield of high quality VONTs.72 The hydrother-
mal treatment resulted in a black suspension. This was then washed
with ethanol and dried at room temperature using a Buchner fun-
nel. The final product was a dry fluffy black powder consisting of
VONTs. The poly-NRs for electrochemical testing were prepared by
thermally treating VONT powder in a quartz glass furnace which was
heated from room temperature to 600◦C at 5◦C min−1 in a nitrogen
atmosphere.

Specimens for transmission electron microscopy (TEM) were pre-
pared by dropping a suspension of VONTs onto a holey carbon
grid. TEM analysis including bright field, dark field imaging, fast
Fourier transforms (FFT) and electron diffraction was conducted us-
ing a JEOL JEM-2100F TEM operating at 200 kV. SEM analysis was
performed using a Hitachi S-4800 at an accelerating voltage of 10 kV.
Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) was carried out using a Perkin
Elmer TGA. VONT samples for TGA were placed in an alumina cru-
cible and heated in 100◦C increments to 600◦C at a heating rate of
5◦C min−1 and then cooled, in a nitrogen atmosphere. Fourier trans-
form infrared spectroscopy (FTIR) was conducted on Perkin Elmer
series 2000 apparatus in the region of 4000–650 cm−1. For X-Ray
Diffraction (XRD) analysis, a VONT/ethanol suspension was dried
on a glass slide. In this way, the sample was measured as a thin film
using an X’pert MRDpro Panalytical diffractometer with Cu Kα ra-
diation (Cu Kα, λ = 0.15418 nm, operation voltage 40 kV, current
30 mA).

The electrochemical properties of bulk V2O5 powder, VONTs and
poly-NRs were investigated using a three electrode cell. The cells
were assembled inside a glove box under an argon atmosphere. The
electrolyte consisted of a 1 mol dm−3 solution of lithium hexaflu-
orophosphate salt in a 1:1 (v/v) mixture of ethylene carbonate in
dimethyl carbonate. The working electrodes were prepared by drop-
ping a sonicated mixture of the active material powder and ethanol
on to a stainless steel foil substrate which was subsequently dried in
a vacuum oven at 100◦C for 2 hours. No additional conductive addi-
tives or binders were added to the various vanadium oxide working
electrodes, allowing direct electrochemical examination of the various
structures without complications from conductive additives and non-
uniform mixtures. The counter and reference electrodes were pure
lithium metal. Both working and counter electrodes had a geometric
surface area of 1 cm2. Galvanostatic discharge/charge tests were per-
formed using a CH Instruments model 605B potentiostat/galvanostat
in a potential window of 4.0 V–1.2 V with a constant current of
± 30 μA.

Results and Discussion

Synthesis of VONTs and conversion to polycrystalline nanorods.—
Figure 1 shows representative SEM and TEM images of VONTs syn-
thesized using a molar ratio of xerogel to amine of 1:2 with nony-
lamine used as the organic template. VONTs are traditionally synthe-
sized using dodecylamine and hexadecylamine43,73 which facilitate
the scrolling of the layers of vanadium oxide during hydrothermal
treatment.42,71,74–76 High-quality VONTs were also successfully syn-
thesized with a shorter nonylamine molecular template as shown in
Fig. 1. Fig. 1a shows a plan view image of a bundle of VONTs
where the open-ended, hollow-cored cylindrical shape can be seen.
TEM was used to define the salient characteristic structural features
of the VONTs. In Fig. 1b, the hollow core and the characteristic
layered structure that appears to flank either side of the hollow cen-
ter are visible. As typical of VONTs synthesized with other primary
amines,63 the resulting nonylamine nanotube walls consist of alter-

Figure 1. (a) SEM and (b) TEM images of VONTs synthesized using nony-
lamine in a molar ratio of xerogel to amine of 1:2, with an FFT inset.
(c) HAADF TEM image of layered VONT walls showing the resulting
interlayer spacing (dark features are V2O5, bright features are amines).
(d) dark-field TEM image with electron diffraction pattern inset.

nating bright and dark contrast fringes, as show in Fig. 1c. The dark,
higher atomic weight fringes represent the vanadium oxide layers and
the bright fringes represent the layers in which the interlayer nony-
lamine molecules are located.

Although visually VONTs synthesized with nonylamine may look
comparable to VONTs synthesized with the more commonly used
dodecylamine and octadecylamine, VONTs synthesized with nony-
lamine have a reduced interlayer spacing between nanotube walls.
The mean interlayer spacing for the VONTs in Fig. 1c was measured
to be 2.17 nm, which is smaller than for VONTs grown using dode-
cylamine (∼2.51 nm) and hexadecylamine (∼2.98 nm).72 The amine
template is known to interdigitate as a bilayer between the sheets of
vanadium oxide,77,78 rather than forming a tilted, juxtaposed bilayer,
resulting in a gallery spacing that is consistently less than twice the
amine molecular length, for the majority of primary amines used in
syntheses. Our previous systematic investigation of this effect con-
firmed that the degree of amine bilayer interdigitation increases with
longer amine molecules.79 This interlayer ‘velcro’ stabilizes the lay-
ered structure of the tubes during scrolling. Figure 1d shows a dark
field TEM image of a typical VONT synthesized with nonylamine. The
regions which appear bright in the dark field image are the vanadium-
rich regions of the VONT. The FFT and electron diffraction insets in
Fig. 1b and 1c respectively. The d-spacings for both techniques cor-
respond to (001) reflections for orthorhombic V2O5. As-synthesized
VONTs are functionalized with primary amines in order to maintain
the structure comprising a single bilayer of V2O5 scrolled multiple
times with a radius of curvature that defines the inner hollow core,
and an interlayer spacing defined by the length of the amine template
used and its interlayer structure.39,43,62 The presence of nonylamine
molecules may impede the intercalation of lithium ions within the
VONTs which would have a detrimental effect on their electrochemi-
cal performance. It has previously been proposed that a high degree of
organic molecular packing within the gallery spacing between the lay-
ers of VONT structures can negatively affect lithium insertion and thus
cathode performance of as-synthesized VONTs.42,63 Therefore, we in-
vestigated the removal of the organic template while still maintaining
the advantageous nano-scale dimensions of the material. In order to do
this, thermogravimetric analysis of the VONTs was carried out where
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Figure 2. (a) TGA curves for nonylamine VONT
samples (a) heated to temperatures ranging from
100◦C to 600◦C at a heating rate of 5◦C/min and (b)
annealed at different heating rates. (c) TGA curves
for VONTs synthesized with different amines. TEM
images of nonylamine-contaiing VONTs converted
to poly-NRs at 600◦C at (d) 2◦C/min, (e) 10◦C/min
and (f) 20◦C/min. TEM images of resulting poly-
NRs annealed to 600◦C which were prepared with
(g) hexylamine, (h) dodecylamine and (i) octadecy-
lamine.

samples of nonylamine 2:1 xerogel VONTs were heated to a series
of different temperatures (100◦C to 600◦C in 100◦C increments) in a
nitrogen atmosphere.

Figure 2a shows the resulting TGA mass loss curves for nony-
lamine 2:1 xerogel VONT samples, annealed at a constant heating
rate of 5◦C/min. As can be seen in Fig. 2a, less than 1% (0.82%) mass
is lost when the VONTs are heated to 100◦C. Significant mass losses
begin to occur when the VONTs are heated above ∼120◦C as indi-
cated by the knee in curves. The initial mass losses are most likely due
to the removal of physisorbed and chemisorbed water present within
the VONTs. After this region, there is an almost linear decrease in
mass loss as temperature increases until the VONTs reach a temper-
ature of ∼450◦C. At this stage ∼45% of the mass of the VONTs has
been lost and the curves begin to level off, implying the total amount
of material which can be removed from the VONTs through thermal
annealing has already been removed. The mass losses in this region
are due to the removal of amines which functionalize the walls of
the nanotubes.78 The boiling point of nonylamine is ∼201◦C, hence
a higher temperature is needed to overcome stronger bonding and
interaction forces of the interdigitated and confined, bound interlayer
molecules. Figure 2b shows the resulting mass loss curves for the same
VONTs which were annealed at different heating rates. The mass loss
for each sample leveled off and remains relatively consistent between
465◦C and 500◦C. At the higher heating rate (20◦C/min), this mass
removal process leveled off at ∼490◦C, which we surmize is due to a
time-dependent desorption rate for the amine molecules on the vana-
dium oxide; lower heating rates require lower upper temperatures for
an equivalent organic mass removal over a similar time. Figures 2d,
2e and 2f show TEM images of VONTs converted to poly-NRs after
annealing to 600◦C at 2◦C/min, 10◦C/min and 20◦C/min respectively.
The nanostructures produced at these heating rates were all poly-NRs
with grain sizes comparable to the poly-NRs which were annealed
with a heating rate of 5 K/min as shown in Fig. 3f. From these im-
ages it is clear that the transition from VONT to poly-NR occurs
irrespective of their heating rate for the range of rates investigated.

VONTs synthesized with different primary amines have different
interlayer spacings. VONTs which were prepared with amines other
than nonylamine were also annealed to 600◦C, to determine if VONTs

which initially have different interlayer spacings would form compa-
rable poly-NR structures. Figure 2c shows the mass loss curves for
VONTs synthesized with different amine molecules. The three differ-
ent amines which were used were hexylamine (6 C–C), dodecylamine
(12 C–C) and octadecylamine (18 C–C). Hexylamine is the shortest
and lightest amine of the three; consequently VONTs synthesized
with hexylamine underwent the least amount of mass loss (∼35%)
when annealed to 600◦C. VONTs synthesized with dodecylamine
and octadecylamine lost a higher percentage of their mass, ∼50%
and ∼45% respectively. It is clear that all three samples undergo a
similar transition as VONTs synthesized with nonylamine during an-
nealing, with the three mass loss curves all leveling off at ∼450◦C.
Figures 2g, 2h and 2i show TEM images of VONTs synthesized with
hexylamine, dodecylamine and octadecylamine respectively, after an-
nealing. These images show that these VONTs underwent a similar
structural transition from VONT to poly-NR. From these observa-
tions, it was characteristically found that the transition from VONT to
poly-NR occurs (i) irrespective of the heating rate and (ii) irrespective
of the length of the primary amine chain. The most important param-
eter is that VONTs are annealed to 600◦C in a nitrogen atmosphere
in order to completely decompose and remove the organic phase and
recrystallize the inorganic phase.

It can be expected that the removal of amine molecules will largely
affect the structure of the VONTs as they are the structure maintaining
template that facilitate VONT formation. Microscopy examination
using TEM of VONTs heated in 100◦C increments from 100◦C to
600◦C, shown in Fig. 3 shows that thermal decomposition of the
organic template and the scrolled vanadium oxide sheets above the
crystallization temperature for amorphous vanadium oxide results in a
drastic change in the morphology of the VONT. The resulting structure
maintains a similar aspect ratio to the original nanotube, but now
consists of grains or crystallites throughout the rod-like structure.

As synthesized VONTs have three main features: the tube open-
ings, the hollow core and the multilayer walls.44 VONTs which have
been heated to 100◦C, 200◦C and 300◦C in a nitrogen atmosphere
clearly retain all three of these features as can be seen in Fig. 3a -
3c. The hollow core is no longer visible for VONTs heated to 400◦C
and above, and the ED pattern shows the presence of an amorphous
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Figure 3. TEM images of VONTs annealed to various temperatures
(a) 100◦C, (b) 200◦C, (c) 300◦C, (d) 400◦C, (e) 500◦C, (f) 600◦C. The inset
show corresponding electron diffraction patterns showing the conversion from
parallel crystalline layers to polycrystalline V2O5 formation. (g) Schematic
representation of the transition from a highly ordered as-synthesized VONT to
a disordered VONT, and eventually to a polycrystalline nanorod (poly-NR) as
temperature increases.

diffuse ring with arced diffraction spots consistent with rotated crys-
tallites of V2O5. There are regions in the VONTs heated to 400◦C
and 500◦C which still exhibit the characteristic multilayer walls as
can be seen in Fig. 3d and 3e. VONTs heated to these temperatures
also still maintain definite open tube endings. The most significant
structural change occurs when the VONTs are heated to 600◦C. After
thermal treatment, the order in their structure (layers with a consis-
tent interlayer spacing) is lost due to the removal of the nonylamine
molecules and recrystallization of the vanadium oxide into poly-NRs.
The definite tube opening is no longer visible and the multilayer walls
have been converted to a high density of granular features. The crys-
tallization is confirmed by a reduction in the intensity and diffuse
nature of the amorphous ring, and the presence of dominant V2O5

Figure 4. (a) TEM image of nonylamine 2:1 xerogel VONTs after thermal
treatment to 600◦C, (b) TEM image of the polycrystalline nature of the poly-
NR showing 5–10 nm grain sizes within the structure. (Inset) Selected area
electron diffraction pattern of nanocrystalline grains.

reflections from equi-axed crystallites together with reflections from
crystals oriented along a different zone axis.

After annealing, VONTs recrystallize into vanadium oxide poly-
NRs. The polycrystalline structure of poly-NRs can be seen in
Fig. 4a, where each of the constituent grains is a nanoscale crys-
tallite of vanadium pentoxide. This is further illustrated in Fig. 4b
where the individual grain boundaries for each of the crystallites can
be seen. The electron diffraction pattern inset in Fig. 3c confirms that
the nanocrystals are orientated independently of each other. The in-
terplanar spacing of the poly-NRs was measured to be 0.22 nm which
corresponds to the d-spacing of (002) plane of bulk V2O5 powder.

The proposed mechanism for the formation of poly-NRs is shown
in Fig. 3g. Initially as synthesized VONTs are pristine nanotubes with
well-defined tube opening and layered walls. As VONTs are heated
to 300◦C the tube openings are observed to widen and the walls of the
VONT become disordered and begin to lose their parallel and straight
structure. When VONTs are further heated to 600◦C there is a struc-
tural change from a disordered VONT to a poly-NR. Poly-NRs consist
of a granular agglomeration of nanocrystals of vanadium pentoxide,
and remarkably, they still maintain similar overall dimensions to the
VONTs prior to annealing. This change in physical structure is facil-
itated by the removal of crystal water and the structure-maintaining
amine template, and recrystallization of layered vanadium oxide into
individual nanocrystals. Heating up to 650◦C however, resulted in
sintering of the nanocrystals into slightly large crystals on the outer
surface of a less uniform poly-NR structure (see supplementary ma-
terials, Fig. S1). The nano crystallites which make up the poly-NR
structure coalesce to form larger crystallites.

In order to investigate the thermal decomposition of VONTs to
poly-NRs, FTIR spectra were acquired for VONTs at each stage of
the heating process. The FTIR spectra for orthorhombic bulk V2O5,
as-synthesized VONTs (not heated) and VONT samples heated in a
temperature range from 100◦C to 600◦C are shown in Fig. 5. The spec-
tra show that the vibrational contribution of the intercalated amines
markedly change during heating.

The absorption at 720–750 cm−1 is attributed to lattice vibration
of vanadium oxide (V-O−). As can be seen in Fig. 5a, a significant
difference in the V-O− vibrations of the VONT samples is observed
as the annealing temperature is increased. The spectra are rich in
absorption peaks from V-O-V, V-O, and V= O/V-O−, especially for
ordered VONTs up to 100◦C, where Fig. 5a confirms the strong ab-
sorption from the reduced vanadyl bond in VONTs compared to bulk.
The vanadyl (V=O) peak is typically observed between 950–1100
cm−1 in bulk V2O5; its frequency reduction to wavenumbers <1000
cm−1 is characteristic of an increased V4+ quanitity (reduced bond
strength), which is a characteristic of VONTs.80 As the annealing
temperature is increased above 100◦C, the VONT V=O vibrational
signature changes and becomes similar to that of crystalline V2O5,
but is found to broaden, implying that a disorder of the VONT struc-
ture occurs.81 The peaks observed between 1360–1560 cm−1 and
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Figure 5. FTIR spectra for bulk V2O5 powder, as synthesized VONTs (not
heated) and VONTs heated to temperatures ranging from 100◦C to 600◦C.

2850–2930 cm−1, in Fig. 5b are due to C-H bending and asymmet-
ric and symmetric stretching vibrations, respectively.31,78,82 The broad
band beginning at 3040 cm−1 is assigned to ammonium ions implying
that the NH2 head groups of the amine molecules are present in the
vanadium oxide layers as NH3

+ groups. Another broad band from
3300 cm−1 to 3650 cm−1 is attributed to the stretching and bending
modes of O-H vibrations. Both of these bands are not found, as ex-
pected, in the spectra from bulk V2O5 powder, but are quite clear
in the IR absorbance from the VONTs due to amine molecules and
water (in the form OH groups and crystal water). The symmetric and
asymmetric CH2 and CH3 vibrations (2700–3000 cm−1) reduce in
intensity with increasing temperature and are no longer visible above
400◦C indicating a decomposition of the alkyl chain and methyl tail
groups. From comparison with crystalline powder V2O5 and poly-
NRs, the absence of both C-H and the majority of N-H vibrations
confirm the successful removal of the amine template, while the inor-
ganic phase decomposes from a single molecule-thick scrolled sheet
to a polycrystalline nanorod.

Spectroscopic measurements do show that some of the electrostat-
ically bound, oxidized amino head groups (NH3

+) still remain after
thermal treatment. There is evidence for this from the vibrational re-
sponse between 1610–1620 cm−1 associated with an O-H vibration,
which can be seen in the spectra for VONTs and poly-NRs, but are
not found in the bulk V2O5 spectra (Fig. 5c). During the initial aging
stage in the preparation of the VONTs, amines are hydrolyzed to form
ammonium ions and hydroxide ions. The resulting hydroxide ions
reduce the V=O bond present in the V2O5 molecule to form (V-OH)
and (V-O−) bonds78 and in this manner the vanadium becomes six-
coordinated (comprising VO5 subunits making up V2O5) while still
retaining a predominantly pentavalent oxidation state.83 Overall, the
key vibrational signatures from several important functional groups
related to the intercalated organic template are effectively removed
only after heating above 400◦C. This is fully consistent with heat-
ing rate-dependent TGA investigations presented in Fig. 2 and shows
that the confined geometry and strong intermolecular forces within
VONTs require temperatures greater than the boiling point of the re-
spective amines (independent of heating rate) to fully remove them
from the VONT structure.

Significantly, the FTIR spectrum obtained for poly-NRs is very
similar to that of bulk crystalline V2O5 powder, as shown in
Fig. 5. The vanadyl (V=O) peaks for both of these samples are very

Figure 6. XRD comparison (a) (00l) reflections (b) (hk0) reflections from
orthorhombic V2O5 crystalline powder (JCPDS 09–0387), as synthesized
VONTs and those heated in 100◦C increments.

similar. Likewise the vibrational contribution due to the intercala-
tion of amine molecules is not observed for either of these samples.
The FTIR spectra indicate that there is a conversion from disordered
V2O5 to polycrystalline V2O5 after thermal treatment to 600◦C. This
suggests that the nanocrystallites which make up the poly-NRs are
structurally very similar to the bulk orthorhombic V2O5 precursor.
The structural similarities between these two samples will be further
discussed through the analysis of their X-ray diffraction patterns. The
polymorphism in the inorganic phase of the VONTs was also mon-
itored using XRD. The XRD patterns of bulk V2O5, as synthesized
VONTs, and VONTs heated in 100◦C increments are shown in Fig. 6.
Figures 6a and 6b show two characteristic regions in the diffraction
patterns. The low angle region in Fig. 6a show (00l) Bragg reflection
peaks of VONTs annealed to a series of different temperatures includ-
ing diffraction analysis of as-synthesized VONTs and from bulk V2O5

powder. The (002) and (003) peaks consistent with a periodic layered
structure84–87 are still observed for VONT samples heated to 200◦C.
The (002) peak for VONT samples heated above 200◦C is shifted from
∼6.4◦ to ∼7.6◦ indicating a reduction in the interlayer distance, and
the (003) reflection is no longer present. This confirms that there is a
structural rearrangement of layers comprising the VONT structure as
they are annealed to high temperatures. As these low angle reflections
represent the consistency in layering within the VONT, their absence
infers a reduction in this order, consistent with the TEM evidence in
Fig. 3. The absence of obvious reflections at low angles in Fig. 6a
definitively shows that the layering within the VONTs no longer ex-
ists after heating to 600◦C.

The second region shown in Fig. 6b comprises (hk0) reflections,
characteristic of the crystal structure of the V2O5.39,42,70,71,88,89 These
reflections in VONTs represent diffraction from the crystalline mate-
rial comprising the layers themselves. A characteristic of curved sin-
gle crystals is a ‘Fano-type’ lineshape;39 in VONTs, this is indicative
of the high structural order of a scrolled VONT. A series of ‘Fano-
type’ peaks were observed in the diffraction pattern for as-synthesized
VONTs, including (210), (310), (320) and (420) peaks. This series of
peaks are also present in the diffraction patterns of VONTs annealed
up to and including 300◦C. However, as the VONTs are annealed to
higher temperatures, these peaks begin to broaden due to a reduction in
crystalline order within the scrolls making up the VONT. This has also
been verified through TEM imaging the VONTs as shown in Fig. 4,
and is consistent with a removal of the structure-maintaining organic
template as determined by FTIR measurements in Fig. 5. VONTs
heated to from 400◦C to 600◦C do not exhibit the same lineshapes
which is a clear indication of the collapse of the consistent degree of
curvature within the scrolled sheets making up the tubular structure.
The (110) peak is present for all VONT samples; the width of the
peak increases as the temperature of the VONTs increases, which is
consistent with a reduction in order within the VONT, and the pres-
ence of small crystallites within the structure. The transition observed
in the XRD patterns for VONTs converted to poly-NRs at 600◦C is
consistent with microscopy and IR data discussed earlier. The XRD
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Figure 7. 2nd, 5th and 10th discharge curves for VONT samples heated to
(a) 100◦C, (b) 200◦C, (c) 300◦C, (d) 400◦C, (e) 500◦C, (f) 600◦C.

pattern for poly-NRs exhibits numerous reflections identical to those
found for bulk V2O5, but at a higher angle, which is consistent with
the effects of reduced size of an identical crystal structure.

Lithium insertion and removal in poly-NR battery electrodes.—
The cycling performance of VONT samples heated in 100oC incre-
ments is shown in Fig. 7. The results shown are for the 2nd, 5th and
10th cycles. The shape of the discharge/charge curves offer an insight
into the lithium insertion mechanism which occurs for each sample.
The first discharge curves for orthorhombic V2O5 and VONT sam-
ples heated to 300 and 600◦C are shown in Fig. S2. It is clear that
the phase transitions which are characteristic of lithium intercala-
tion into bulk V2O5, smoothen for VONTs and are not observed for
poly-NRs. The number of moles of lithium inserted into VONT sam-
ples heated from 100–400◦C inclusively does not exceed ≈0.16 mol,
hence, in accordance with previous studies,90,91 the phase transition
which can be seen in the discharge/charge curves (Fig. 7a - 7d) for
these samples corresponds to the α-phase (χ ≥ 0.01). It has been
reported that for an orthorhombic bulk V2O5 sample discharged to
≈1.6 V, approximately 3.0 moles of lithium can be inserted, resulting
in the formation of the irreversible ω-phase92 leading to the theoretical
maximum capacity of ∼440 mAh/g. These samples were discharged
to a lower potential of 1.2 V, however for VONT samples heated from
100–400◦C only ≈ 0.16 moles of lithium can be successfully inserted.

This supports the evidence presented earlier that the amine molecules
occupying van der Waals spaces between the vanadium oxide layers
block Li ion intercalation sites at the oxide surface and consequently
impede their insertion. When VONTs are heated to 500 and 600◦C,
an efficient removal of amines is possible as indicated from TGA and
FTIR analysis. The resulting poly-NR structures were able to host a
greater amount of lithium in structures comprising a higher density of
nanoscale crystallites and grain boundaries.

The discharge/charge curves for the VONT sample heated to 500◦C
show 3 phases transitions associated with the intercalation of Li ions;
the α-phase (χ ≥ 0.01), the є-phase (χ ≈ 0.35) and the δ-phase (χ ≈
1.0). After the 2nd discharge ≈1.57 mol of Li ions were inserted into
the poly-NR sample and after the 2nd charge 1.17 mol were removed.
This indicates that while not all of the lithium is being successfully
removed during charging, the sample heated to 500◦C does have sig-
nificantly improved reversibility when compared to VONT samples
heated from 100 to 400◦C. When VONTs are heated to 600◦C an
even greater content of lithium can be inserted into the poly-NR struc-
ture (≈1.8 mol). This is most likely due to the 600◦C sample having
fewer amines remaining than poly-NRs formed at 500◦C. Interest-
ingly the discharge/ charge curves for the 600◦C sample do not show
any discrete phase transitions, instead they are smooth curves. This is
typically indicative of an amorphous material. TEM imaging, electron
diffraction and XRD analysis all prove that the resulting structures for
the sample heated to 600◦C are indeed polycrystalline on the nanoscale
(2–10 nm crystallites). The overall poly-NR structure responds elec-
trochemically as an amorphous-like phase undergoing lithiation, i.e.
without discrete voltage steps in the discharge curve. Similar smooth
cycling curves were reported for vanadium oxide xerogels which were
heated to 300◦C.93 There is also an improvement in the reversibility of
Li ion insertion/removal with ≈1.8 mol being inserted and removed
after the 5th and 10th discharge and charge.

The specific capacity values obtained from the 2nd to the 10th cycle
for VONTs that were prepared by heating in 100◦C increments, are
also shown in Fig. 7 and summarized in Fig. 8a. From Fig. 8a it is clear
that annealing VONTs to high temperatures (≥500◦C) has a significant
effect on their electrochemical performance.63,94–96 VONT samples
heated to 100, 200, 300 and 400◦C all suffered from severe capacity
fading. The percentage specific capacity losses for these samples from
the 2nd to the 10th were ≈84, 45, 55 and 62% respectively. However,
when VONT samples were heated to temperatures higher than 400◦C,
there was a considerable improvement in the initial specific capacity
as well as in the cycling performance. The specific capacities for
poly-NRs formed at 500 and 600◦C after the second discharge were
≈231 and 278 mAh/g respectively. After the 10th cycle these values
slightly decreased to ≈193 and 260 mAh/g respectively. These values
corresponding to percentage specific capacity losses for poly-NRs
formed at 500 and 600◦C of ≈17 and 6%, respectively. The poly-
NRs demonstrated high coulombic efficiency, with the coulombic
efficiency for the VONT sample heated to 600◦C being ≈98% for
the first 10 cycles (see supplementary materials Fig. S3). The energy
densities for VONT samples after annealing are shown in Fig. 8b,
calculated based on a voltage window of 4.0–1.2 V. In this potential
window, no electrolyte decomposition occurs that affects that stable
coulometric efficiency of this electrode material in a carbonate-based
electrolyte. The calculated values for VONT samples heated to 100,
200 and 300◦C were ∼24.1, 6.3 and 6.8 W h kg−1 respectively, as
shown in Fig. 6.14. When VONTs were heated to 400◦C the energy
density was increased to 50.3 W h kg−1. The energy densities for poly-
NRs formed at 500 and 600◦C were also significantly increased with
values corresponding to 578.5 and 699.2 W h kg−1, respectively. The
calculated energy density values indicate that VONT samples heated
above 500◦C exhibit a significant improvement in electrochemical
performance over as-synthesized VONTs.

Galvanostatic cycling of VONT samples heated in the range of
100–400◦C demonstrates that amine-templated VONTs suffer from
severe capacity fading and miniscule specific capacities. The poor
performance of VONT samples heated in the range of 100–400◦C
is attributed to the presence of the surface-capping amines. The
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Figure 8. (a) Discharge capacities of VONT samples heated to temperatures
in the range of 100◦C–600◦C. Each sample was cycled in a potential window
of 4.0–1.2 V with a constant current of 30 μA, (b) Energy density values for
thermally treated VONT samples after the 2nd discharge.

partial removal of amines from VONTs has no significant effect on
the cycling performance of the VONTs. The poly-NR sample heated
to 500◦C has specific capacities similar to orthorhombic V2O5 powder
over the first 10 cycles, however the sample heated to 600◦C has sig-
nificantly higher specific capacity values than both of those samples,
as seen in Fig. 8a.

After galvanostatic cycling, each VONT sample was imaged by
TEM. The resulting images are shown in Fig. 9. After 10 cycles,
the VONT samples heated from 100–300◦C, maintain the character-
istic nanotube morphology as can be seen in Fig. 9a – 9c. In fact,
when compared to Fig. 3a – 3c there is little evidence of any visible
changes to the VONT structures, the hollow core, layer walls and
open ends are all well preserved. The VONT sample heated to 400◦C
also appears quite similar before and after cycling. The distinct tube
opening and portions of layered walls can be seen along the length
of the VONT, as shown in Fig. 9d. The similarity in the appearance
of VONTs heated in a temperature range from 100◦C to 400◦C be-
fore and after cycling suggests that the structure maintaining amine
molecules are still present and have not been exchanged for Li ions
during cycling. There is also evidence of this in the analysis of the
intercalation of lithium ions into thermally treated VONTs. The low
amounts of lithium which were successfully intercalated into VONT
samples heated from 100◦C to 400◦C, shown in Fig. 7 also suggest
that amine molecules are not exchanged with lithium ions. It appears
as though the electrostatic bond between the amine NH2 head group
and vanadium is too strong for a partial ion exchange to occur with Li
ions during cycling. This suggests that for VONTs containing amines,
low amounts of lithium ions are inserted where intercalation sites
are not already occupied and hence the structure of these VONTs is
not significantly altered as a result of cycling. The poly-NR samples
which were heated to 500◦C and 600◦C undergo a significant struc-

Figure 9. TEM images of thermally treated VONTs after 10 cycles at
± 30 μA in a potential window of 4.0–1.2 V. (a) 100◦C, (b) 200◦C,
(c) 300◦C, (d) 400◦C, (e) 500◦C, (f) 600◦C.

tural change as a result of cycling, as can be seen in Fig. 9e and 9f when
compared to Fig. 3e and 3f. After cycling the nanocrystalline grains
that make up the poly-NRs expand due to the repeated insertion and
removal of Li ions. Consequently the nanocrystalline grains along the
outer edges of the poly-NRS are observed as nanorod-type structures
with much sharper edges. These flakes contain layers of vanadium
oxide (see supplementary materials, Fig. S4). Recent investigations
using bicontinuous hierarchical Li3V2(PO4)3 mesoporous nanowires,
which are also composed of nanoscale grains of materials, show how
some variants of polycrystalline materials are beneficial for long term
cycling.97

Conclusions

As synthesized VONTs are heavily functionalized with nony-
lamine molecules during their synthesis, and occupy the surface sites
for cation intercalation. Through thermogravimetric analysis it was
verified that the organic amine template can be removed from the
VONTs upon heating to 600◦C, verified by FTIR, TEM and XRD
analysis of VONTs heated from 100◦C to 600◦C illustrate the gradual
change in the morphology as the amine molecules are being removed.
Microscopy and spectroscopy analyses demonstrate the conversion
from scrolled VONTs to polycrystalline vanadium oxide nanorods.
The resulting nanorods maintain similar original aspect ratio, width
and length of the original VONTs.

We also define the limitations of VONTs due to their functionaliza-
tion, which has implications for other nanoparticle synthetic systems
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with shape-influencing ligands on facets amenable to Li ion inser-
tion, or structural organic templates in layered or solvent-exfoliated
material systems. Galvanostatic cycling of VONT samples heated in
100◦C increments demonstrated that VONTs containing amines suf-
fer from severe capacity fading. The specific capacity values obtained
for VONTs samples heated in the temperature range from 100◦C to
400◦C were miniscule compared to values obtained with bulk V2O5.

When VONT samples are heated to 500 and 600◦C there is a
significant increase in the initial specific capacity values as well im-
proved cycling stability. In a potential window of 4.0–1.2 V drawing
30 μA (C/30), the nanorods show improved specific capacities of
∼280 mAh g−1 with a modest 6% capacity fade compared to ∼8
mAh g−1 with 62% capacity fade for the VONTs. This improve-
ment is shown by TGA, TEM, FTIR, XRD analysis and galvanostatic
cycling, to be due to the presence of amine molecules at the intercala-
tion sites. Their removal significantly improves cathode performance.
The cathode material also enhances gravimetric energy densities
(≈ 700 W h kg−1) compared to composites of the same overall weight,
without conductive carbon additives nor polymeric binders.

Supplementary Materials

Details of the effects of heating VONTs sample to 650◦C and
the coulombic efficiencies and energy densities achieved for VONT
samples heated in 100◦C increments are provided.
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